Cellular phones and GPS-based navigation systems allow recording the location history of users, to find places the users frequently visit and routes along which the users frequently travel. This provides associations between users and geographic entities. Considering these associations as edges that connect users of a social network to geographical entities on a spatial network yields an integrated socio-spatial network. Queries over a socio-spatial network glean information on users, in correspondence with their location history, and retrieve geographical entities in association with the users who frequently visit these entities.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, devices that allow tracing the location of people, such as cellular phones and GPS-based navigation systems, have become prevalent. Continuously recording the locations provided by such devices yields the location history of users, and in particular, it allows discovering frequently visited places (stay points) and frequently traveled routes between stay points.
The location history of users is essentially a log of locationtime records that are associated to users. Each record specifies that the user has been in the recorded location at the recorded time. Such records can be analyzed to produce life patterns. Basically, a life pattern synopsizes the orderliness of visits in different geographic entities. It specifies the frequency of visits of a certain user in a specific location or the frequency of her travel along a certain route. For example, a life pattern P of a user Alice may specify that Alice visits the American University at Washington DC every workday from 9 AM to 5 PM. Another life pattern may indicate that Alice travels via Massachusetts Ave from her apartment near Mitchel Park to the campus of the American University in the morning on every workday.
Since in real life users typically do not behave according to strict patterns (e.g., Alice may skip a day or two of her studies due to various reasons), there should be some flexibility in life patterns and the level of flexibility should be represented. To do so, a confidence value is assigned to each pattern. Intuitively, the confidence value of a pattern indicates the likelihood of the pattern to hold in the time frame it relates to. That is, a confidence of 0.9 for the pattern P indicates that in an ordinary working day there is a chance of 90% that Alice will arrive at the American University. Extracting life patters of users from location loggings has been studied by Ye et al. [13] and others (see [3, 10, 15] ). Thus, we assume in this paper that their techniques are being employed for the generation of the life patterns.
Life patterns can enrich a social network by connecting it to a spatial network. A social network is a graph where the nodes represent users and the edges represent relationships between users. A spatial network is a graph where the nodes represent geographical entities and the edges represent roads that connect adjacent entities. A socio-spatial network is created by combining a social network with a spatial network, and more specifically, by connecting the nodes of the two graphs using life-pattern edges, so that each user is connected to the places she frequently visits.
To maintain information on frequently traveled routes, the socio-spatial network should represent routes as nodes. Each route should be related to users who frequently travel along it and should be associated with the road fragments it comprises. Storing such information enables answering queries such as "find the routes that friends of Alice travel to get to the American University" or "find friends of Alice who frequently travel in the morning, along a route that goes near her home and arrives at the American University".
In order to exploit socio-spatial graphs, it should be possible to easily and efficiently query the data. A suitable query language should be designed to cope with the structure of the data being a graph, and it should be adapted to graphs in which the nodes are divided into groups-some nodes represent users, some nodes represent geographical entities such as buildings or road segments, and other nodes represent sets of entities, e.g., routes are sets of road segments. Note that in such graph there are several types of edges-edges that represent relationships between users, edges that represent adjacency between geographical entities, life-pattern edges that associate user to geographical entities, and edges that connect routes to the road segments they comprise, and to their start and end locations. The query language should be able to discern between the different types of nodes and to distinguish between different types of edges, according to the query. It should also provide the ability to express spatial conditions such as finding objects in a certain area.
Edges in the social network may indicate similarity among users. This similarity may relate to travel behavior that is extracted from the routes users have chosen, or it may be defined according to travel preferences that are formulated using a query over the socio-spatial graph. In either case, the network can be used for social-based recommendation of routes. In a social-based route recommendation, a user u provides source and target locations and the goal is to find routes from the source to the target, that are frequently traveled by users who are related to u in the social network. Our model and proposed query language can facilitate social-based recommendation by providing a generic framework to define the similarity among users and the ranking of the recommended routes.
In this paper we present a model that supports the representation of frequently-traveled routes in a socio-spatial network. We provide a query language that is based on graph-traversal and ordering operations to expedite the formulation of queries over the network. We show how the query language can be used to define similarity among users according to the routes they travel and we describe the evaluation of social-based route recommendation over a sociospatial network.
This paper continues a work that was presented in [2] . The previous work has introduced an initial solution for integration of a social network and a spatial network. The main differences between this paper and [2] are the followings.
(1) The model that was suggested in [2] is not designed to maintain information on routes, and is in general, a simpler and less expressive model than the model presented in this paper. (2) A query language that was presented in [2] is based on set operations and not on graph traversal. It is, thus, inexpressive enough for queries over routes that are built from road segments. (3) The topic of route recommendation has not been addressed in the previous work.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally present our framework. The operators of the query language are presented in Section 3. Using the query language for social-based route recommendation is described in Section 4. An implementation of our approach over a graph-based database system is illustrated in Section 5. In Section 6 we provide an experimental evaluation of our implementation. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss related work and in Section 8 we conclude.
FRAMEWORK
In this section we present our framework. We formally define two types of networks-social network and spatial network-and we define a spatio-social network that combines the two networks by connecting their nodes using lifepattern edges. We explain how frequently-traveled routes are represented in the network.
Social Network. A social network is a graph whose nodes (also called users) represent real-world people and whose edges represent relationships (typically, similarity or friendship relationships) between people. Each user has attributes specifying personal properties of the person it represents. Name and hobbies are examples of personal properties.
Formally, a social network is an undirected labeled graph N social = (U, F ), where U is a set of nodes (users) and F ⊆ U × U × L is a set of labeled edges. An edge (u1, u2, l) ∈ F is called a social edge between u1 and u2 and the label l indicates the type of relationship among the users.
Spatial Network. The spatial dataset consists of basic geographic entities and complex geographic entities. Buildings and roads are instances of basic entities. Routes, which are sets of road segments, and spatial groups, which represent collections of geographical entities, are complex entities. A neighborhood is an example of a spatial group since it includes buildings. Note that a complex geographical entity can include other complex entities, e.g., a city includes neighborhoods.
A building is represented as a polygon. A road segment is represented as a polygonal line (polyline) that starts and ends in a junction point. In our model, junction points only occur on the ending points of road segments (i.e., there cannot be a junction inside a road segment), and the intersection of two road segments is always in a junction point.
A spatial network is a labeled graph whose nodes represent basic and complex geographic entities-buildings, road segments, routes and spatial groups. The edges represent connections between entities and the labels specify the types of the connections. Edges with the label include represent an inclusion of an entity in another entity. A spatial group can include spatial groups and buildings. There are edges with an include label from routes to the road segments they comprise. The road segments of a route are numbered and the numbers appear as part of the label. Edges labeled by include are directed edges from the entity that includes to the one that is included. Routes also have directed edges with labels start and end to the locations (buildings or spatial groups) where the route starts and ends, respectively. There is an edge labeled by touch between road segments that share a junction. Edges labeled by leadto connect road segments to buildings-each road segment is connected to the buildings it leads to.
Formally, a spatial network is a directed labeled graph
where O is a collection of geo-spatial objects, representing basic and complex real-world geographical entities, R ⊆ O × O is a set of edges, and L is a function that maps each edge of R to a label, as described above. Objects of O have spatial attributes such as location, and they may have non-spatial attributes such as name or address.
Time Patterns. We use time patterns to represent the frequency of repeating events. We chose days as the basic time unit on which time patterns are constructed. Accordingly, we express for a repeating event the hours during the day when the event occurs and the time frame to which the repetition refers. We generate a time pattern as a 4-tuple of (1) denominator that expresses the size of the cycle to which the repetition refers, (2) numerator that counts the days with respect to the denominator, (3) start time, and (4) end time. For example, for an event that occurs once a month from 10 AM till 10 PM, the numerator is 1, the denominator is month, the start time is 10 AM and the end time is 10 PM. For an event that occurs 3 times a week, the numerator is 3 and the denominator is week. When the denominator is week, sometimes we specify the exact days during the week when the event occurs. For instance, [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] as a numerator when the denominator is week, refers to the workdays. Formally, a time pattern has the form T P = (num, denum, st, et) where num is the numerator, denom is the denominator, st is the start time and et is the end time during the day.
We define a partial order over time patterns, denoted T P1 ≤ T P2, in the obvious way. Given a time pattern T P1 = (num1, denum1, st1, et1) and a time pattern T P2 = (num2, denum2, st2, et2), we consider r to be the ratio of denum2 and denum1, e.g., for day and week the ratio is 7, for month and year the ratio is 12, etc. Then, T P1 ≤ T P2 if num1 ≤ r · num2, st1 ≥ st2 and et1 ≤ et2. For example, an event that occurs 2 times a week from 13 PM to 16 PM is consider greater than an event that occurs 6 times a month from 14 PM till 15 PM. In such case, we say that the first pattern entails the second pattern. We use entailment to define conditions over time patterns.
Life Pattern. Associations between users and geographic entities are expressed by life patterns. A life pattern specifies that a certain individual visits a certain geographical entity, or travels along a certain route, at a specified frequency.
Given a set of users U , a life pattern is a 4-tuple P = (u, e, t, c), where u ∈ U is a user, e is a geographical entity or a route, t is a time pattern, and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 is a confidence value. Intuitively, the confidence c indicates the likelihood of the event defined by the life pattern to hold. It is the percentage of cases in the log of location-time records that support the life pattern. For example, a confidence value 0.9 in a time pattern that defines visits of Alice at the American University in workdays will indicate that only in 90% of the workdays Alice indeed arrives at the University.
Life patterns can be extracted from logs of location-time records, using data mining techniques. For details, see the work of Ye et al. [13] .
Socio-spatial Network (SSN).
A socio-spatial network (SSN) is a graph that integrates a social network and a spatial network by connecting the users of the social network to geographic entities and routes, using life-pattern edges.
Let N social = (U, F ) be a social network and N spatial = (O, R, L) be a spatial network. Then, the socio-spatial network of N social and N spatial is a graph of the form SSN = ((U, F ), (O, R, L), P ), where (U, F ) is the given social network, (O, R, L) is the given spatial network, and P is a set of life patterns with respect to U and O. We refer to the set P of life patterns as the bridge between N social and N spatial . In our model, the labels we assign to life patterns that connect users to routes are different from the labels on life patterns that connect users to other spatial entities. This is done to facilitate traversal from users to their routes. An illustration of a socio-spatial network is depicted in Figure 1 .
QUERY LANGUAGE
To easily and effectively query a socio-spatial network, we propose a query language that is based on graph-traversal operators and basic set operators. We present a set of operators that are the building blocks of the proposed language, and we provide examples to illustrate the expressibility of the language.
In a socio-spatial network there are five different types of nodes-users, buildings, road segments, routes and spatial groups. Typically, operators should be evaluated over a set of nodes that are all of the same type. We refer to a set of nodes where all the nodes are of the same type as homogeneous. We refer to two homogeneous sets that have the same type of nodes as corresponding sets.
Throughout this section we assume that the SSN has the form SSN = (N social , N spatial , P ), and we use the notation of the previous section.
The query language has the form of an algebra over graphs. We refer to it by the name SSGT (Socio-Spatial Graph Traversal). Next, we present the operators of the language.
Select. The select operator receives a homogeneous set of nodes and a condition, and it returns all the nodes of the set, that satisfy the condition. It may receive a network, instead of a set, and in such case, the condition is applied to all the nodes of the network. The operator has the option of specifying an ordering attribute, and then, the result is sorted according to this attribute, in an ascending or descending order. The operator is written in the form
where S ⊆ U or S ⊆ O is a homogeneous set of nodes, C is a condition and A is an order-by attribute. (The square brackets refer to optional parameters. To simplify the notation, when an optional parameter is not provided, it is replaced by a null value.) The condition C is with respect to the attributes of the nodes, and it may include and, or, not and like, with syntax and semantics similar to those of SQL. For example, in a social network N social where users have an academic-status attribute, the following query Select(N social , status like '%undergraduate student%', null) will return all the people in the social network whose status is of an undergraduate student. The query Select(N social , status like '%undergraduate student%', name asc) will return the students sorted in an ascending order, by their names.
Selection of spatial objects can be performed based on spatial conditions. The following two predicates are included in the language for spatial traversal and can be applied when S is a set of spatial objects, i.e., S ⊆ O.
1. The InBoundingBox(p1, p2) predicate receives two points p1 and p2 and returns true for objects that are inside the bounding box defined by p1 and p2.
2. The near(S , d) receives a set S of spatial objects and a distance parameter d. It returns true for objects that are inside the area defined by a buffer of size d around the objects of S .
For example, given a spatial network N spatial , the query Select(N spatial , near(Select(N spatial , type='Hospital', null), 100), null)
will return buildings near hospitals, i.e., whose distance from a hospital does not exceed 100 meters.
Move. Traversal of the graph is, essentially, conducted using the move operator. The move operator receives a homogeneous set of nodes and a label , and it returns all the nodes that are reachable from the given nodes by following an edge with label . The move operator has the following optional parameters: a condition, an order-by attribute and a scoring formula. When a condition is supplied, only the edges that satisfy the condition are crossed. When an orderby attribute is provided, the answer is returned sorted according to the values of this attribute. The scoring formula is calculated with respect to the attributes of the traversed edges and the computed values are attached as attribute to the returned nodes. The operator has the form
where S ⊆ U or S ⊆ O is a homogeneous set of nodes, l is a label, C is a condition, A is an order-by attribute and fs is a scoring function. We sometimes shorten the expression to be Move(S, l), when all the optional parameters are absent. For example, starting with the social network N social , the following query ). This can be used by a following operator to rank the results so that routes that are travel during the time defined by the given pattern get precedence over routes that are traveled at different times.) Note that to simplify the presentation of the expression, we divided it into subexpressions and we assigned the subexpression that defines students to a node-set variable Students. Node-set variables can be defined and then utilized in expressions that follow the assignment. An unfolding, where each variable is replaced by the expression it represents, recursively, can eliminate the variables and produce a single expression that expresses the query.
Hyper Move. The hyper-move operator generalizes the move operator by examining more than one edge when conducting the move. In a hyper-move, the input includes the parameters of move, and in addition, a minimal-support value in the range 0 to 1. So, given a homogeneous set of nodes S of size |S|, a label , and a minimal-support value 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1, the result of a hyper move comprises the nodes n that satisfy the following condition: for at least ν · |S| nodes in S there is an edge labeled by from them to n. When the input includes a condition C, we require that from at least ν · |S| nodes of S we could get to n by following an edge that satisfies C and has a label . An order-by attribute and a scoring function can be added in the same fashion as for the Move operator.
The operator is written in the following form.
HyperMove(S, l, ν, [C], [A asc | desc], [fs])
where ν is the minimal-support value and all the other parameters are similar to those of Move. For example, starting with the social network N social , the following query WineLovers ← Select(N social , hobby like '%wine%') HyperMove(WineLovers, Route, 0.2, null, null, null) finds people who love wine (according to their hobby attribute in the social network) and then finds routes that are frequently traveled by at least 20% of these people. Such query can be used to discover wine routes.
Union, Intersect, Difference. The set operators union, intersect and difference are applied over corresponding sets of nodes in an ordinary fashion, under set semantics, i.e., without repetitions of nodes. Union(S1, S2) = {v | v ∈ S1 or v ∈ S2}; Intersect(S1, S2) = {v | v ∈ S1 and v ∈ S2}; Difference(S1, S2) = {v | v ∈ S1 and v ∈ S2}.
Subqueries. Some queries express complex conditions that require nested loops. To support formulation of such queries, we include in the language the ability to use subqueries as part of the selection condition of the Select operator. A subquery receives a node of the network as a parameter and it returns a set of nodes. We use the contains predicate to test whether a given set of objects is contained in the result of the subquery or contains it. The following example illustrates the use of subqueries to find routes that go via two specified addresses. The expressions Address1 ← Select(N spatial , address like 'Old Georgetown Rd. 9200, Washington DC') Address2 ← Select(N spatial , address like 'Pennsylvania Ave. 900, Washington DC') assign to Address1 and Address2 the nodes that represent the geographical entities at the provided addresses.
BuildingsInRoute(r) = Union(Union(Move(Move(r, include),leadto), Move(r,start)), Move(r,end)) defines a BuildingsInRoute subquery, which for a given route finds the buildings via which the route goes. By Move(r, include) the query finds the road segments of the route r, and Move(Move(r, include),leadto) returns the buildings that these segments lead to. These buildings are being united with the buildings at the start and end locations of r, using the Union operator. Given the definition of the subquery, the answer is routes r for which BuildingsInRoute(r) contains the locations Address1 and Address2, as formulated in the following expression.
Select(N spatial , type=route and BuildingsInRoute(r) contains Address1 and BuildingsInRoute(r) contains Address2)
ROUTE RECOMMENDATION
We show now how our data model and query language can be utilized to implement social-based route recommendation. In a social-based route recommendation, a user u provides two locations l1 and l2, and the goal is to find routes that are frequently traveled by users who are related to u in the social network. This is of particular importance when connections between users indicate similarity in travel preferences. Thus, it is useful to generate a social network from routes in a way that reflects travel behavior.
Generating a Social Network from Routes
There are different ways to generate a social network from routes. A general framework for such task is by using the query language SSGT. We formulate a query Q over the spatial network and the recorded routes, to defines the connections among the users. This is done by constructing a query Q that for each user u returns a set Q(u) of users, and considering the network in which each u is connected to the users of Q(u).
The following example illustrates a query that can be used to define relationships based on recorded routes. Connect to u users u that satisfy the following condition: at least 20 percent of the road segments of the routes of u are frequently traveled by u . First, define a subquery that for a user u returns the road segments traveled by u .
Segments(u ) = Move(Move({u }, 'Route Life Patten'), 'include') Next, use the subquery Segments with the following predicate: overlaps(S1, S2, p) that is satisfied when the overlap between S1 and S2 (i.e., the ratio of their intersection to their union) exceeds p.
A simpler definition that only requires u to have a route that goes via at least 20 percent of the road segments traveled by u can be formulated as follows. First, find the routes of u.
u-Routes ← Move({u}, 'Route Life Patten') Secondly, find the road segments on routes of u.
u-Road-Segments ← Move(u-Routes, 'include') Thirdly, find routes that go by at least 20 percent of the segments of u-Road-Segments.
OverlappingRoutes ← HyperMove(u-Road-Segments, 'include', 0.2, null, null, null)
Finally, find the users of the discovered routes.
RelatedUsers ← Move(OverlappingRoutes, 'Route Life Patten') Note that when the users who are related to u are computed by a query, we can consider the social network as a virtual network and compute it in real time when we need to find the users who are related to u. Since the computation is based on graph traversal, this can be done efficiently. The benefits of real time computation of relationships are: (1) we do not need to store the entire network and update it, and (2) when relationships are computed, it is with respect to all the newly available data, and we do not need to rely on stale computations.
Computing a Recommendation
Given a user u and two locations l1 and l2, we can compute the route recommendation in the following two ways.
From users to routes (u2r).
In this approach, first we find the users U that are related to u in the social network. Secondly, we find routes that are traveled by users of U . Thirdly, we examine all the routes and return those that go via locations l1 and l2.
From routes to users (r2u).
In this approach, we start by finding all the routes that go via l1 and l2. This can be done with the assistance of a spatial data structure. Secondly, we examine each route whether the user that frequently traverses it is related to u, and if not, we discard it.
The computation of recommendation according to these two approaches can be done using SSGT queries. Next, we illustrate this. First, consider computation in the u2r approach. We start with a set that comprises only u, and we move on edges with label 'similar' to users of N social that are similar to u. Then, we move on life-pattern edges to the routes of these users.
RotueOfSimilarUsers ← Move(Move({u}, 'similar'), 'Route Life Pattern') Next, we define a subquery that for a given route r returns the buildings via which r goes.
BuildingsNearRoute(r) = Union(Union(Move(r,'leadto'), Move(r, 'start')), Move(r, 'end'))
Now, we get
RecommendedRoutes ← Select(RotueOfSimilarUsers, BuildingsNearRoute(r) contains {l1} and BuildingsNearRoute(r) contains {l2})
Next, we present computation of route recommendation in the r2u approach. First, we find the routes in the relevant area.
RoutesInAera ← Select(N spatial , type=Route and InBoundingBox(l1, l2)) Secondly, we define a subquery BuildingsNearRoute(r) that returns buildings near a given route, in the same way as we did in the u2r approach. We find the routes among the routes in the area, that go via the given locations.
ViaLocations ← Select(RoutesInAera, BuildingsNearRoute(r) contains {l1} and BuildingsNearRoute(r) contains {l2})
We compute RotueOfSimilarUsers exactly as in the u2r approach. Finally, the result is provided by intersecting the routes of similar users with routes that go via the specified locations.
RecommendedRoutes ← Intersection(ViaLocations, RotueOfSimilarUsers)
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the proposed model and the SSGT query language. Our goal was to experimentally test the effectiveness of the approach, when storing and querying sociospatial data.
We used a graph database management system (GDBMS) to store the socio-spatial network. A GDBMS is designed to store and manage data whose model is a graph. Consequently, such system provides a natural storage for sociospatial networks. The system has a storage engine that provides an easy mechanism to store the elements of the graph and access them. This includes, nodes with their attributes, and labeled edges, either as directed or as undirected edges. In our implementation, the labels on edges are being utilized as ordinary labels and also being employed to store time patterns and confidence values of life-pattern edges.
In our implementation, we used Neo4j Version 1.4
1 -an open source graph database-management system, written in Java. It is a transactional system that provides persistence by managing data on the disk. An indexing mechanism is used for efficient retrieval of the nodes.
Two spatial indexes were defined for the elements of the spatial network. One index was defined for buildings and road segments. A second index was defined for routes. This separation was done so that when the number of routes is relatively small, they could be retrieved efficiently regardless of the number of buildings and road segments in the area. More importantly, when the number of routes is large, the retrieval of buildings or road segments should not be affected by this. That, improves the scalability of the system. The spatial indexes are implemented as R-trees.
The system uses non-spatial indexes for retrieval of nodes based on their type and other attributes. Thus, Selection is implemented as retrieval using an index. The Move operator is implemented as a direct retrieval using the edges of the graph, since they are stored in the system natively. The HyperMove combines graph traversal, as in the implementation of Move, with counting to guarantee that for nodes of the result, the percentage of nodes with appropriate edge to them exceeds the minimal support value. The implementation of the set operations is being done in the traditional way.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present our experiments with the implementation of the query language. The experiments were conducted on a computer with Intel Core 2 Duo T7100 CPU (1.80GHz) having 4GB of RAM, using a Windows 7 Professional operating system.
Datasets
We conducted our experiments over data that is partially real and partially synthetic. For the geographic network, we used real data of roads and buildings in Washington DC. The data was taken from the Open Street Map project and we analyzed it to partition the roads into road segments, by dividing roads in intersection points. A fragment of the network is depicted in Figure 2 . The users of the social network were generated syntactically. The routes were generated by arbitrarily choosing buildings on the map, finding the route between them and assigning them to users. This way, we generated different datasets in which the number of routes per user varied.
We generated two spatial datasets, constructed from areas of different sizes, based on buildings and roads of Washington DC. For each dataset, we assigned different numbers of routes to the users. The routes share many road fragments because in this area routes are dense. 
Results
The first set of experiments we present examines the computation of similarity among users based on shared road segments, as described in Section 4.1. The results are presented in Figure 3 . It presents the time (in seconds) it takes to compute the similar users of a given user, as a function of the average number of routes per user. This shows that simi- larity can be computed in real time, however, computation time is affected by the number of routes per user.
We used the caching mechanism of Neo4j to test the effect of the cache on the performances. We tested each query for two cases. In the first case, the cache is empty at the beginning of the test (the system has been shutdown and restarted, before the test). In the second experiment, the results are measured after the system has run for a while and the queries were executed several times. The results are illustrated in Figure 3 .
The second experiment is a computation of a route recommendation over a social network, where the edges indicate route-preference similarity. We consider a computation as described in Section 4.2. In Figure 4 we show the times of computing a route recommendation using the user-to-route (u2r) approach. (Times are in seconds and we show them as a function of the average number of routes per user.) We can see that the computation is efficient and barely affected by the use of a cache. Running time is increasing linearly as a function of the number of routes per user.
In a third experiment, we compared the u2r approach with the route-to-user (r2u) when computing a route recommendation. The results are presented in Figure 5 . We can see that u2r is significantly more efficient than r2u. The reason to these results is that spatial indexes are not as selective as user similarity, and hence, u2r filters routes earlier than r2u and provides a more efficient computation.
RELATED WORK
Several papers studied the problem of how to analyze GPS logs to discover significant locations or frequently visited locations. Ye et al. [13] presented algorithms for discovering life patterns from GPS tracks. Zheng et al. [15] provided algorithms for analyzing GPS tracks in order to find significant points. Alvares et al. [1] showed how to generate from GPS tracks a sequence of stopping points and how to learn about the travels between them from existing geographical information. Lee et al. [10] introduced algorithms for discovering travel patterns and Giannotti et al. [3] showed how to find patterns from repeated visits in certain locations, even when the information refers to different individuals.
Some papers have studied the problem of finding similarity among users based on their visits in significant places or according to shared parts of their traveled routes [9, 11] . Hung et al. [6] showed how to categorize people and create communities based on the routes of people. Jeung et al. [7] presented methods for discovering people who travel in a convoy, from their location tracing. Some papers dealt with finding semantic information from GPS traces [5, 12] .
Karimi et al. [8] described a framework for sharing navigation experience where route recommendation is done by human users. Yuan et al. [14] presented a navigation system that is based on the driving history of taxi drivers. Other papers have also presented methods for finding a route between two locations based on driving history of either professional drivers or ordinary drivers [16, 4] . However, their work did not consider the social aspect of the recommendation and cannot be easily adapted to take advantage of knowledge about similarity among users.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a data model, namely sociospatial network, that facilitates integration of social networks with spatial data, for the case where the spatial data includes information on frequently traveled routes. Various applications, such as city and transportation planning, can benefit from such integration, and in particular from enriching information on frequently traveled routes with knowledge about relationships among users, such as similarity. We presented a query language that is based on graph traversal, and we showed how queries can be used for easily implementing social-based route recommendation. Future work includes testing various definitions of similarity and their effect on the quality of the route recommendation.
